### Statistical Instability of the Ramp Discharge and the Role of Exoemission.
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Dynamics of the ramp discharge is studied via kinetic PIC/MC simulations. It is shown that pdp cell is fundamentally “small” system and fluctuations of the number of charged particles in the discharge gap strongly influence the dynamics of the ramp discharge and may even lead to its disruption. Common view of ramps based on multi-cell or time averaged measurements, and corresponding fluid theoretical descriptions are inadequate. The role of exoemission as a possible stabilizer of the discharge is clarified.
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## I. INTRODUCTION

Ramp discharge [1] is currently widely used in plasma displays during the display setup period, when all cells independently of their initial wall charges are set to a specific state, convenient for addressing. The basic idea behind the ramp is shown in Figure 1. When one slowly increases the voltage across a cell’s gap from a low value, there is no discharge activity in the cell until the gap voltage reaches the breakdown voltage $V_b$ for that particular cell. As soon as the gap voltage exceeds $V_b$, the cell becomes active and the voltage across the gap stays constant, and equal to $V_b$. As the ramp voltage $V_{appl}$ progresses, every cell will eventually discharge with their respective $V_b$ values appropriate for each individual cell. If after a while, as shown in Fig. 1 one starts to ramp the voltage down, then discharge stops and starts again when the voltage across the gap reaches the value $V_b$, but in the opposite direction. As it was during the ramping up, the voltage across the gap stays equal to $V_b$. If at some point ($t = 1100 \mu s$ in the Fig. 1), one stops the ramp and raises the applied voltage by, say $20 V$, then every cell is left $20 V$ below the breakdown voltage independently of the value of the breakdown voltage of that particular cell, and of the initial wall voltage ($V_W$) at $t = 0$. Such exact setting of the wall voltage during the setup is very valuable, because it allows one to use relatively low voltages for the selective addressing operation since no excess voltage is needed to cover any possible uncertainty in wall voltages.

Later we developed a theory of the ramp discharge [2], based on the hydrodynamic approximation, which is supported by numerous experiments and simulations [3–7]. This theory (see Appendix) shows that in most cases voltage across the gap oscillates around the breakdown voltage, rather than stays constant. The stationary conditions in the ramp discharge (voltage, current, electron and ion densities) are achieved as a result of the balance between ion losses to the cathode and their production in the avalanches started by secondary electrons. This balance is described by the Townsend condition:

$$\gamma(e^{\alpha L} - 1) = 1. \quad (1)$$

Here $\gamma$ is the secondary electron emission coefficient, describing the number of electrons (avalanches) that start from the cathode per incident ion, $\alpha$ - is the first Townsend coefficient, $L$ is the gap length and the factor $(e^{\alpha L} - 1)$ describes the number of ions produced in the avalanche initiated by one secondary electron. Thus, the production $\gamma(e^{\alpha L} - 1)$ shows the number of ions produced in the gap per one ion lost at the cathode. If this production is equal to one (as in Eq. (1)), then every ion lost at the cathode is replaced by exactly one ion produced in the gap, and their density stays constant. Electric field (voltage) is included in Eq. (1) through the first Townsend coefficient ($\alpha$), which grows with electric

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Voltage (Volts)</th>
<th>Time (µs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![FIG. 1: The applied voltage $V_{appl}$ and wall voltages $V_W$ for three different initial wall voltages during the setup period. There is no discharge activity in the cell until the gap voltage reaches the breakdown voltage $V_b$ for that particular cell. As soon as the gap voltage exceeds $V_b$, the cell becomes active and the voltage across the gap stays constant, and equal to $\pm V_b$.](image)
As it turned out, they are indeed very important, especially for low ramp rates, and mixtures with high concentration of Xe. We discovered that for conditions of the ramp discharge in a PDP cell statistical fluctuations of the number of ions in the gap $N_i$ (and current) are very large, they lead to instability of the ramp discharge, and eventually to complete loss of charged particles from the discharge gap. Opposite to a large size discharge, where the number of ions in the gap can easily be of the order of $10^9 - 10^{10}$, the initial density of charged particles plays much less important role in a microdischarge, but the role of independent sources, like exoemission, in stabilizing discharge increases very much.

The statistical instability behaves not like a regular instability, where a small initial fluctuation grows exponentially with time. Instead, every fluctuation here does not grow, but changes the discharge conditions leading to oscillations of the current, and ion density. The series of uncorrelated fluctuations leads to large oscillations, and ultimately to complete extinguishing of the discharge. The time for such disruption depends on the average current, initial conditions and a specific sequence of random collisions - discharge may die right away, or after many oscillations.

The plan of this paper is as following. In Section II we present the results of 3D kinetic (PIC/MC) simulations of the ramp discharge in a PDP cell and in a special test cell, and analyze them. In Section III we show that exoemission may stabilize the discharge. Finally, in the Section IV we make summation remarks.

II. 3D MONTE-CARLO SIMULATIONS OF THE RAMP

As we mentioned above, fluid approximation is applicable when the number of particles is very large, and statistical fluctuations are negligibly small. On the other hand, when the effective secondary emission coefficient $\gamma$ is small, the average number of ions in the cell during the ramp discharge is about

$$\langle N_i \rangle \approx \frac{\tau_i}{2e} C \frac{V_{appl}}{dt},$$

where $\tau_i$ is the ion transit time across the gap. For typical parameters of the PDP cell ($C \sim 0.02 \text{pF}$, and $\tau_i \sim 100\text{ns}$) it gives $\langle N_i \rangle \sim 10000 - 40000$. During the ramp oscillations (as in Fig. 2), $N_i$ can become even lower, and fluctuations may become very important. In this case one can only use a Monte-Carlo approach - the only kinetic approach which properly takes into account the statistical nature of the processes responsible for production of charged particles in the gap (secondary electron emission and ionization).

As one can see from the Fig. 3, which shows the total number of ions in the same PDP cell driven with the same ramp rate obtained in 3D fluid and 3D PIC/Monte-Carlo simulations, fluctuations indeed change the discharge behavior dramatically. Both ramps started at $t = 0$ with

![Graph showing typical behavior of the ion number in a cell during the ramp with good initial conditions (3D Fluid simulations). The dashed line shows the number of ions related to a steady current, without oscillations.](image-url)
the same wall charge distribution obtained in 3D fluid simulation of the sustain discharge, the same number of ions in the gap and the same (close to the breakdown) voltage. Initial particle distribution in the kinetic simulation was close to that in the fluid one. While amplitude of the oscillations in the kinetic simulation in the beginning of the ramp is smaller than that in the fluid one, the kinetic simulations show emerging of large oscillations of the number of ions in the cell and even disruption of the discharge, in contrast to fluid simulation, which show regular, slow decaying oscillations (some increase of the oscillations around $t = 45\mu s$ is caused by the initiation of the second discharge between sustain and data electrodes).

![Image](image1)

**FIG. 3:** Total number of ions calculated for identical ramps in identical cells. While fluid simulations (dashed line) show regular decay of oscillations, kinetic simulations (solid line) show irregular behavior, caused by fluctuations, and finally discharge died at 40mks. The increase of the current in fluid simulation is caused by initiation of the second discharge.

To separate statistical effects from the geometrical ones, we start our analysis with a 1D ramp investigation, where the electric field has only one component, but particles can move in all directions. For this reason we consider discharge in the test cell with reflective sidewalls parallel to the electric field. The transverse dimensions of the cell are $100\mu m \times 100\mu m$, the gap $(90 - 100)\mu m$ and the capacitance of the dielectric covering electrodes varies in the range of $0.016 - 0.064\, pF$. We start all ramps at $t = 0$ with the voltage equal (or close) to the breakdown voltage, placing in the gap the number of ions close to the one given by Eq. (2) ($\langle N_i \rangle = 18000$). Oscillations of $N_i$ show large fluctuations around minimums and eventually complete loss of particles.

![Image](image2)

**FIG. 4:** Ramp discharge starts with "ideal" initial conditions. Ramp rate is $4.2V/\mu s$, dielectric capacitance is $1.6pF$. Fluctuations are responsible for initial deviation from the ideal conditions in the gap, and for the successive variations of the amplitude of the oscillations. If at any moment Monte-Carlo simulations were replaced by fluid simulations, they would show a steady, slow decaying oscillations from that moment on.
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**FIG. 5:** Total number of ions $N_i$ in the gap during the ramp discharges started with voltages close to $V_b$, and initial number of particles close to the one given by Eq. (2) ($\approx 18000$). Oscillations of $N_i$ show large fluctuations around minimums and eventually complete loss of particles.

Figure 4 shows the number of ions in the gap in the ramp discharge started at almost ideal initial conditions ($V = V_b$, $N_i = \langle N_i \rangle$, $V$ - voltage across the gap). One can see that there is no regularity in the variation of the amplitude of oscillations. It increases or decreases, depending on the sequence and the magnitude of fluctuations rather than on macroscopic discharge conditions. At some point ($t \approx 20\mu s$) oscillations disappear and then reappear until large oscillation occurs and discharge ends, at $t \approx 54\mu s$. Opposite to the fluid theory, which predicts constant number of ions for such initial conditions, not only oscillations have appeared, but the number of ions in the gap oscillated until they completely disappeared.

Fig. 5 shows three ramp discharges - all started around
small fluctuations can lead to such a dramatic effect as
the coefficient is the same as in the Fig.4), the only difference between
necessarily appear, and sooner or later discharge dies. The charge may be much longer or shorter, with smaller or
finally the complete disruption of the discharge. One can see that the discharge "lifetime" - changes dramatically
with initial voltage. One should remember though, that it is incorrect to speak of a certain discharge "lifetime" in
the presence of large fluctuations. Discharge could easily die near any of the minimums of the ions density.

Single simulation can only show how ONE cell will behave in ONE ramp. The other (identical) cell or the same
cell in a different ramp may behave quite differently. Discharge may be much longer or shorter, with smaller or larger oscillations. But the fact is: large oscillations will necessarily appear, and sooner or later discharge dies. Figure 6 shows three "would be" identical discharges (one is the same as in the Fig.4), the only difference between which is the different sequences of random events, controlled by the "seed" number of the random number generator. These sequences describe actual random events like secondary emission or ionization processes. For example, for the fluid consideration the secondary emission coefficient \( \gamma = 0.01 \) means that electron flux from the cathode is at all times a hundred times smaller than the ion flux to it, independently on how many actual ions arrive to it. In the Monte-Carlo consideration (as in real life), when ion arrives to the surface, it does not produce 0.01 electron. This coefficient \( \gamma \) describes only the probability of the electron emission. Actual electron may be emitted after first, twenty first or two hundredth ion arriving to that surface. Similar probability consideration applies to the excitation and ionization events.

The comprehensive theory showing how seemingly small fluctuations can lead to such a dramatic effect as a
discharge disruption, is beyond the scope of this paper and will be published later. Here we explain this
effect qualitatively. We will show first that for the typical conditions of a PDP ramp discharge these fluctuations are not small at all. Since particles practically do not affect the electric field in the gap, and the characteristic time of the macroscopic changes is large compared to the ion transit time \([10]\) one can analyze fluctuations (and the dynamics of the discharge) in terms of the number of particles in subsequent generations. Ideally, the number of ions in the gap stays constant, equal to \((N_i)\), Eq. (2), which is provided by the balance between secondary emission \((\gamma)\) and amplification in the avalanche \((\sim \exp (\alpha L) \sim 1/\gamma)\). In reality both processes have statistical nature, which means that the number of secondary electrons emitted from the surface is not exactly \(\gamma N_i\), but has fluctuations with dispersion of the order of \(\sqrt{\gamma N_i}\) (when \(N_i\) is large). After the avalanche with amplification factor \(\sim 1/\gamma\), the number of ions in the gap differs from the original one by \(\delta N_i \sim \sqrt{N_i}/\gamma\). The second statistical process is the multiplication in the electron avalanche. Simulations show that fluctuations due to this process have the same order of magnitude \(\delta N_i \sim (1/2) \exp (\alpha L) \sim \sqrt{N_i}/\gamma\). This result explains why the role of fluctuations is so significant - the relative fluctuations \(\delta N_i/N_i \sim 1/\sqrt{\gamma N_i}\) are small only when \(N_i \gamma \gg 1\), which is much more restrictive than \(N_i \gg 1\), and \(\delta N_i/N_i\) can easily be about 0.1-1 in the minimums of the current oscillations, if \(\gamma\) is small enough. For example, for the typical ramp rate of \(3V/\mu s\), one requires about \(N_i \sim 20000\) ions in the gap to sustain the current in the "test" cell. With effective secondary emission coefficient \(\gamma\) of 0.5 the deviation of ions in the gap from one generation to another is about \(\delta N_i \sim (N_i/\gamma)^{1/2} \sim 200\), which is about 1% of the total number of ions. On the other hand, for more realistic \(\gamma \approx 0.005\), \(\delta N_i \sim 2000\), or 10%. In deep minimums relative fluctuations are even larger. The dependence of the amplitude of fluctuations on \(\gamma\) is illustrated in Fig. 7, which shows two discharges in the 93\%Ne + 7\%Xe mixtures, where two different values for the xenon secondary emission coefficient have been used. Oscillations are being observed in both of these cases, but in the case of large \(\gamma\) they seemed to be bound within some limits. Since effective \(\gamma\) depends on the gas mixture, one should expect larger fluctuations in mixtures with larger xenon component, where effective \(\gamma\) is very small. The above consideration shows that PDP ramp discharge may have large statistical fluctuations even when the number of particles participated in it is large (tens of thousands), especially when mixtures with large xenon component are used.

Obviously, when the number of ions in the gap becomes small \((N_i/\gamma)^{1/2} \approx 1\), and relative fluctuations \((\delta N_i/N_i)\) increase, then just a few fluctuations may end the discharge, and in many cases this is exactly what happens. In other cases fluctuations cancel each other or lead to an increase of the number of particles, so that the discharge recovers (current rises), but near every minimum the probability of the discharge to end grows up again,
Thus is the only one that can again initiate the discharge. The described mechanism of the ramp instability is quite powerful and works even if the number of particles \( \langle N_i \rangle \) is large or the effective secondary electron emission coefficient \( \gamma \) is not very small. Although discharge lifetime may become quite long, for the ramp setup to work, it is necessary that discharges in each of millions of cells of the panel during each of millions of reset ramps were stable and not disrupted, otherwise some cells will be misaddressed.

### III. STABILIZING THE RAMP. EXOEMISSION

As we have shown in the previous Section, the PDP ramp discharge is not sustainable. When no charged particles are left in the cell, the only way to restart discharge again and to continue the ramp is through additional independent source of electrons, or ions. The most important of such external sources is electron exoemission \([11–14]\), because it decays much slower than others, and thus is the only one that can again initiate the discharge. Indeed, those cells that were not lit during the subfield preceding the ramp, were losing both charged and excited particles for at least 1 ms - particles one needs to start the discharge, when the ramp voltage is applied. For the neon and xenon mixture the slowest decaying species are xenon metastables \( (Xe^+(3P_2)) \), since they are not affected by electric field, and do not radiate. However, due to collisions with the background gas metastables can form an excited xenon molecule, \( Xe^+_2 \), which quickly radiates. The decay of the number of metastables is thus controlled by the conversion rate of \( Xe^+(3P_2) \) to \( Xe^+_2 \) in the reaction \( Xe^+(3P_2) + Xe + M \rightarrow Xe^+_2 (3\Sigma) + M \), where \( Xe \) denotes the xenon atom and \( M \) can be either xenon or neon atom of the background gas. The rate of this reaction \( (in \ s^{-1}) \) is about \( \frac{10}{\tau_{conv}} \sim 15 p^2 \xi (1 + 3.6 \xi) \), where \( p \) is the gas pressure in Torr, and \( \xi \) is the ratio of xenon partial pressure to the total pressure \( (\xi = p_{Xe}/p) \). For typical gas pressure of about 500 Torr, and \( \xi \approx 0.05 \), the conversion time \( \tau_{conv} \) is only about 4.5 \( \mu \)s, and is even smaller for the mixtures with larger xenon component.

So, the only source of electrons in the cell that can work for a long time (much longer than 1 ms) is electron exoemission \([11–14]\) from MgO surface, excited by electrons, ions and photons during sustain period. Every two sustain pulses about \( 10^8 \) electrons and ions strike MgO surface just above sustain electrodes, filling the energy levels in the forbidden zone, and making holes in the valence band. As electrons and holes recombine in the process of MgO relaxation, the released energy may be absorbed by another electron trapped in the forbidden zone, which may be ejected from the surface. The exoemission rate depends on the number and distribution of energy levels in the forbidden zone, the number of electrons in the forbidden and conductive bands and holes in the valence band, temperature, etc., which should be a subject of a separate investigation. In this paper we will simply use the fact that this process exists and investigate its effect on the ramp. It is imitated by a random emission of electrons (with specified average rate) from a random position on the cathode surface.

While in all our simulations described in the previous section, we have used “good” initial conditions, when one could expect that fluctuations are small at least in the beginning of the discharge, for the real panel conditions one should expect only a few (if any) electrons or ions in the gap, and since the point of this Section is to show the possible stabilization of the ramp, we start all simulations assuming that there are no charged particles in the volume (at \( t = 0 \)).

Obviously, if exoemission is weak, then discharge may actually die, then start again, then die, etc. (see Fig. 8a). In this case discharge may have very large peaks, and the voltage across the gap before and after peak may differ by 10 – 20 V. Finally, if exoemission is strong, then the ramp is stable. One should remember though, that if exoemission is too high, then the voltage across the gap is stabilized at the level below the breakdown, and that

![Diagram](image-url)
FIG. 8: 1D Monte-Carlo simulations of the exoemission in the "test" cell. We choose 93% Ne + 7% Xe mixture and for comparison with previous results. Low exoemission rate results in many separate, not sustainable discharges, some of which are very strong. With increasing the exoemission rate, oscillations of the ion density decrease, and discharge becomes stable. Initially, no charged particles are assumed in the gap. After the ramp exoemission continue to "work", so one has to take special measures to save the wall charge.

The plots of the ion density during the ramps in the 1D test cell and in the 3D pdp cell - the same that we have used in the simulations shown in the Fig. 3, but in the presence of the exoemission from the cathode are shown in the Figs. 8-9. We started every simulation with no charged particles in the volume, and chose the ramp rate of 3V/μs. We used mixture of 93% Ne + 7% Xe for the test cell and 86% Ne + 14% Xe for the pdp cell, and assumed that $\gamma_{Xe} = 0.001$ - the case that would certainly be unstable without exoemission. The initial voltage was chosen slightly below the breakdown voltage, so until the voltage across the gap exceeded $V_b$ the number of ions in the gap stayed too low to be seen in some of these figures.

For dimensions of the pdp cell we have used the following:
- Cell Pitch - 675 μ,
- Plate Gap (gap between dielectrics of the front and back plates) - 80 μ,
- Sustain Gap (gap between sustain electrodes) - 100 μ,
- Sustain electrode width - 90 μ,
- Data (address) electrode width - 80 μ,
- Dielectric thickness (front) - 25 μ,
- Dielectric and phosphor thickness (back) - 25 μ,
- Barrier rib pitch - 220 μ,
- Barrier rib thickness - 40 μ,
- Thickness of the phosphor layer - 10 μ.

Our choice of $\gamma_{Xe}$ is quite arbitrary, as it is not really known. Obviously, if we used larger $\gamma_{Xe}$, the required exoemission rate would be reduced. In both cells (test and pdp) the exoemission rate of 5 electrons per microsecond (5e/μs) from the cathode surface is not enough - oscillations are too large, but 100e/μs was good enough to stabilize the discharge (Figs. 8-9).

Simulations of longer ramps in different pdp cells and with different mixtures produce similar results. Higher
ramp rates result in more stable discharges, with a lower noise level.

IV. SUMMARY

It is generally assumed that individual cells are large enough, so that statistical effects are negligible, and it doesn’t matter whether you investigate one or a hundred cells. Based on this view, investigators measure total current (light) from many cells [3], or considered data, accumulated over time. Interesting, that the origin of a very large noise of the IR signal, recorded from about 10000 cells [3], which should not be there if all cells worked according to a fluid theory, was never analyzed. Our investigation have shown that statistical effects in a single cell are ”large” and that the multi-cell (or time-averaged) investigations of ramps are fundamentally inadequate, as they may show smooth stable current, masking effect that some of the cells may be unstable. In a way, averaged approach hides microscopic problems. While the fluid approximation (equivalence of the averaged approach) still being very good for investigating a discharge far from the breakdown, when one of the processes (production or losses of particles) strongly dominate the other one, it is never good for investigating a stationary ramp discharge (especially in a single cell), where the losses of the particles are compensated by the ionization in the avalanche from the secondary electrons. For the stationary ramp to exist, the delicate balance between amplification in the avalanche and the secondary emission should be provided. In reality, both secondary emission and particle amplification in the electron avalanche have statistical nature, and the statistical noise (which can be very large, especially when the secondary emission coefficient is small) will always bring the ramp off the balance, and finally discharge will die.

This conclusion contradicts to a common view that as long as the priming is good in the beginning of the ramp (i.e. the initial conditions are close to the ”ideal” ones) it can be sustained and the oscillations of the ramp are initiated by the bad priming. Secondary sources, like exoemission were never considered to be important after the ramp started. As we have shown above, one should have a very significant secondary source during the whole length of the ramp in order to stabilize the ramp in mixture with large xenon component. On the other hand the strong exoemission may be a problem when the OFF cell is being sustained - its wall charge can be partially erased, so one has to take a special care to avoid it.

We do not have any exoemission data and the secondary emission data are very unreliable. As a matter of fact, as far as we know, nobody have measured the secondary emission coefficient in the presence of exoemission. While exoemission itself does not affect secondary emission coefficient, the condition of the surface required for exoemission, may significantly increase the secondary emission coefficient. If so, then one may observe stable ramps, even at relatively low exoemission levels.

These results show the importance of a real time measurements on a single cell. Since they differ so much from the common view, the determination of the correlation between stability of the ramp and exoemission level during and before the ramp and/or stability of the ramp and priming (when exoemission is suppressed) would be very important. The exoemission can be ”stimulated” by using, for example, different temperatures or external UV source that would irradiate the cathode.

V. APPENDIX

Equations describing slow ($\tau \gg \tau_i$, [10]) variations of the current $j$ and the voltage across the gap $V$ during the ramp discharge, when $V$ stays close to $V_b$, and the charged particles density in the gap is low so that they do not effect the electric field in the gap are (see [2]):

$$\frac{\partial j}{\partial t} = \kappa \frac{L}{V_b} (V - V_b) j$$

where $\kappa = \kappa(\alpha, \gamma, v_i, L) \approx L v_i (\partial \alpha / \partial V)|_{V = V_b}$, $\alpha = \alpha(V/L)$ is the first Townsend coefficient, $L$ - the gap length, and

$$\frac{\partial V}{\partial t} = -C^{-1}(j - j_{DC})$$

where $C$ is the capacitance of the dielectric layers, $j_{DC} = C dV_{appl} / dt$, and $V_{appl}$ is the applied voltage. The stationary solution of Eqs. (3-4) is obvious:

$$V = V_b, \quad j(t) = j_{DC}$$

One can rewrite Eqs. (3-4) in the form of Hamilton’s equations, for a particle of ”mass” $L/k$ if we choose new variables ”momentum” $P = V - V_{br}$, and ”coordinate”, $Q = \ln(j/j_{DC})$

$$\dot{Q} = \frac{P}{m} = \frac{k}{L} P = \frac{\partial H(P, Q)}{\partial P}$$

$$\dot{P} = \lambda (1 - e^Q) = - \frac{\partial U}{\partial Q} = - \frac{\partial H(P, Q)}{\partial Q}$$

where

$$H(P, Q) = P^2 / 2m + U(Q), \quad U(Q) = \lambda (e^Q - Q)$$

are the Hamiltonian of the system, and the ”potential”, $\lambda = dV/dt$ is the ramp rate.

Equations (6-7) have the integral of ”motion”, equivalent to a particle energy

$$W = H(P, Q) = \kappa \frac{(V - V_b)^2}{2L} + \lambda (e^Q - Q) = \text{const}$$

and since the potential (11) represents a well, the energy conservation describes periodic oscillations. Potential $U(Q)$, has its minimum value at $Q = 0$, so the
oscillations depends on their energy $W$: 

$$T = \int \frac{dQ}{\sqrt{(2\kappa/L)(W-U(Q))}}.$$  

(10)

When oscillations are small they become harmonic ones of a frequency $\omega = \sqrt{\kappa/L} \sim \sqrt{v_f/(\partial U/\partial V)}|_{V=V_b}$. When oscillations are large, $T$ is determined by the linear part of $U(Q)$ (when the current is small), and it increases with the amplitude of oscillations $T \sim 2\sqrt{2WL/\kappa/\lambda} \sim 2\sqrt{2L/(\kappa\lambda)}\sqrt{J_{max}/J_{DC}}$.

Both extremes are obviously occur at $P = 0$ (V = $V_b$), so with any priming ($Q(t = 0)$) oscillations smaller if $P(t = 0) = 0$, or $V(0) = V_b$. For large current oscillations ($\exp|Q_{max,min}| >> |Q_{max,min}|$) we obtain $W = -\lambda Q_{min} = \lambda e^{Q_{max}}$, or

$$J_{max} = J_{DC} \ln(J_{DC}/J_{min}),$$  

(11)

which shows that smaller ramp rates, and better priming (larger $J_{min}$) result in smaller oscillations. It also shows that even moderate current peaks are being followed by a large current deeps.

If one takes into account dissipative processes in the external circuit or independent of the current sources of electrons, like exoemission or metastable-metastable collisions with production of electron-ion pairs (see [2, 7]), which result in the "energy" $W$ loss over the oscillation period, then current oscillations will decay.

---